MK D&T ENTHUSE Partnership

Newsletter Half Term 2 2018-2019
Recent achievements:
• 18th October – Laura Lazenby hosted October’s coffee and cake with the main topics of
discussions being the STEM resources available on the website and textbooks/support
material available for the new specifications.
• 12th November- Six members attended training on Crumble @ St Pauls. It was a fantastic
opportunity to investigate into how Crumble can be used within Schemes of Learning and all
schools received a pack of goodies that could be used with our students.
• 15th November- Several members met for OCR A Level Moderation @ St Pauls. It was a
fantastic opportunity to discuss the new marking criteria and share good practice. Thank you
to Mark and the St Paul’s team for delivering and hosting.
• 27th November – All members of the Partnership were offered a place @ the Airbus
Discovery Centre training delivered by Paul Boyd on Smart Materials and how to support
practical use in the classroom. Attendees left with several resources that could be used
when aiding them in the delivery of the topic to students.
• 12th December - The champions meeting was kindly hosted by Richard Radford and his
colleagues at St Pauls School.
Individual school action plans:
On 13th September the Champions from each school met to discuss their schools individual
needs and began to decide upon their school’s Action Points. They are as follows:
Denbigh:
School specific aims
1.

Support all D&T colleagues to buy into, and to take part in, CPD offered via STEM learning and the MK
D&T ENTHUSE partnership.

2.

Embed T&L approaches across all DT subjects– Mark /Plan/Teach, book activities and home works for
students

3.

Engagement in clubs

Lord Grey Academy:
School specific aims
1. Support all D&T colleagues to buy into, and to take part in, CPD offered via STEM learning and the MK D&T
ENTHUSE partnership.
2. To embed CAD (Fusion) further into the KS3 SOL in order to utilise lessons more effectively, allowing us to
cover wider aspects of the specification; whilst engaging and stimulating students to continue to improve the
uptake of the subject at GCSE.
3. To improve ‘boys’ attitude towards the subject and to improve upon their attainment.

Ousedale:
School specific aims
Support all D&T colleagues to buy into, and to take part in, CPD offered via STEM learning and the
1.
MK D&T ENTHUSE partnership.
2. Improving the progress of the Middle Prior Attainment boys within the Year 10 cohorts
3.

Increasing the participation of girls in Design and Technology in both KS3 and KS4
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Radcliffe:
School specific aims
1.
2.

3.

Support all D&T colleagues to buy into, and to take part in, CPD offered via STEM learning and the MK
D&T ENTHUSE partnership.
Develop pupil-teacher relationships and class engagement through teaching and class management styles,
incorporation of ‘Boy Friendly’ initiatives; competition, CAD, active learning tasks and implementation of
new GCSE specification.
Inspire boys to develop self-belief, pride and personal aspirations leading to progression. Challenge staff
expectations of pupils and change.

St Paul’s:
School specific aims
Support all D&T colleagues to engage with CPD offered via STEM learning and the MK D&T ENTHUSE
1. partnership.
2.

Parental engagement to show value in D&T.

3.

Identify CPD opportunities for colleagues to develop effective working relationships with key groups.

4.

Developing SoL to facilitate pupils’ independence and engagement.

Arising from school action pans are opportunities to work closely together within the
partnership:
Denbigh

Lord Grey

Ousedale

Radcliffe

St Paul’s

Growing staff
participation
Post-16 subject
ambassadors
Logistics of assessment
Sticky knowledge and
retrieval practice
Seating plans for
progress
Extra-curricular;
Airgineers
Extra-curricular;
Robotics
Extra-curricular; GCSE
support

Growing staff
participation
Planning and delivery
of CPD for partnership
colleagues
Fusion 360 in the
classroom
Pupil enthusiasm for
D&T
Developing the KS3
curriculum to better
incorporate CAD
Development of the
learning culture in D&T;
overcoming
stereotypes, problem
solving, experimenting
without fear of failure
Greater links with
industry and industrial
practice
Careers advice within
D&T

Growing staff
participation
Communication
between colleagues to
effectively share
developments
Development of SoL
and culture within the
department in light of
CPD and training
Implementing
developments and
improvement strategies
Analysing the impact
of developments and
CPD
Raising the profile of
the department through
enrichment (Airgineers
and UKRoC)
Raising the profile of
the department through
raising careers and
industry awareness
Development of KS4
SoL to better support
excellent pupil
outcomes
Development of the
learning culture in D&T;
overcoming stereotypes

Growing staff
participation
Implementation of
strategies including
those from “mark, plan,
teach”
Extra-curricular;
Airgineers
Extra-curricular; interschool competitions
Parental engagement
via positive contact
home
Further development
of equipment and
resources
Greater links with
industry and industrial
practice
Careers advice within
D&T
Development of the
learning culture in D&T;
raising expectations,
STEM careers

Growing staff
participation
Planning and delivery
of CPD for partnership
colleagues
Raising parental
engagement with year
11 being a priority
Providing parents with
support material closely
aligned with the
requirements of the
NEA and technical
principles exam
Supporting colleagues
to diagnose areas for
development in their
teaching
Develop mechanisms
to provide indepartment and infaculty CPD and
collaboration
Developing the KS3
curriculum to better
meet new KS4 and KS5
learning needs
Develop further the
initial planning for
technical principles T&L
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medical devices, food, product testing and
cyber security. The students also had the
opportunity to learn about listening skills,
the importance of customer service and
some of the other STEM roles at BSI.

Students from Radcliffe, Ousedale and
Lord Grey attended a day at the MK BSI
Business Standards Centre on the 17th
October. Students took part in interactive
sessions which were hosted by BSI’s
experts including representatives from

Read more at:
https://www.miltonkeynes.co.uk/news/businessstandards-company-in-milton-keynes-hosts-stemevent-for-students-1-8678590

Lord Grey wins award for ‘Encouraging Participation: Creative Arts’
Lord Grey was nominated for an
award from Milton Keynes Council for
‘Encouraging Participation: Creative
Arts’ and won!!!! The nomination was
written by the Head Teacher when
the Enthuse Partnership was only
just forming however it contributed
to the evidence put forward, showing
the impact on students and in turn
results.
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Lord Grey update:
The year 6 open evening was a real success, giving us the opportunity to highlight some of the
exciting things happening in D&T at Lord Grey but also it was a good occasion to get the Drone
out.

We also displayed some STEM challenges for the visiting students to try their hands at and
allowed them to test out our Scalextric track.

In October our A Level Product Design students visited the BSI centre in Milton Keynes. This
visit was originally discussed at one of the coffee and cake sessions where Jack Payne (STEM
Ambassador attended).

Kate Palmer has set up a Rocket Fund supporting Lord Grey in growing our 3D printer
collection. Within this project not only will she be organising some in house fundraising
activities but also contacting local businesses. She is hoping to raise £1000, with the aim buy
two 3D printers. The website used goes live on 3rd December and will be open for 4 weeks to
try and raise as much as we can. The 1st 20 projects that raise a quarter of their target get an
extra £250 Boost.
Our Website is: https://rocket.fund/p/3DprintersLGA/?ref=95528
If you know of any local
companies that you have worked with before in
supporting your schools please let us know as
they too could be interested in helping us reach
our target.
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Lord Grey update (continued):
In November Megan Lloyd attended training for both Crumble and Smart Materials. Megan is
already planning changes to the Year 8 Scheme of Learning in order to better include Systems
and Control and improve the theory we deliver to cover a wider range of materials.

In October we had several Engineers from Network Rail visit our school and work with our Year
9 students for the day (over 70 students). The day was a fantastic opportunity for the students
to gain a better understanding of different job roles that D&T could lead into and it was
enjoyed by all.

Next steps for Lord Grey:
•
Fundraising for new equipment
•
Planning ahead – discussions on future SOL
•
Getting students to use the equipment we have acquired through the CPD (Drone,
Crumble kits, Smart Material resources)
•
Continue to try to and improve the CAD facilities that are available to our students
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The Radcliffe School update:
The continued active learning activities have been proving to be very successful with the
students to develop their materials knowledge and iterative designing skills.
#eggciting times for Year 9
who had a cracking
afternoon testing their
prototype, paper
parachutes with (raw) egg
cargos to destruction.

In October our A Level Science and
Graphic Design students visited the
BSI centre in Milton Keynes to find
out about the organisation and
participate in some of the testing
activities. They were introduced to
the Milton Keynes staff and Head of
UK Manager.
Year 7 students are
working on social
responsibility and
designing for the
environment and
bees, using
resources provided
by Redrow Homes.
Year 9 and 10 students are working on
upcycling L.P.s, use of jigs and draw
forming process to ‘change the record’
as an element of a passive amplifier
project. They have enjoyed using phone
aps and sound meters to measure the
sound amplification
http://www.paulcocksedgestudio.com/353628916383/
https://www.jambledandt.com/product-design.html
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Radcliffe update (continued):
The Science Department
are pleased to announce
the arrival of the next F1
team – Radbull. A group a
6 Year 8 students are
currently working on a
design to enter for the ‘F1
in Schools Challenge’.
More news to come early
2019. Watch this space….

A Level Product Design students have been incorporating ideas and good practice which
was shared by schools attending the November meeting at St Paul’s.

Following the November meeting at St Paul’s Kathleen Dodd attended the STEM Smart
Materials and Technical Textiles course at Airbus in Stevenage. Invaluable information and
advice for effective delivery of this aspect of the specifications for both GCSE and A Level
was shared with practical example tasks and sample materials. The venue was in the Airbus
Discovery Centre where the Mars Testing Valley is used for the Mars rover vehicles.

Denbigh update:
On the 17th October, Denbigh school opened it’s doors to enthusiasm, as Open Evening was
underway and the prospective Year 6’s were engaged in all that Denbigh have to offer. The
Robotics club gained vast interest, with demonstrations of the student’s current projects.

Robotics club
Mr Nixon and Mr Brearley have taken over the running of the Robotics Club. It was clearly
the right choice to continue as the students involved are full of enthusiasm. At present, we
are full to capacity and even have a waiting list.
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Denbigh update (continued):
The students have all been making robotic arms from a range of materials and most of these
are just about finished. Students have designed their parts and have cut them out using the
laser cutter prior to assembly. Mr Brearley has also introduced pneumatic systems and
hydraulic systems. Some of the students are working with kits to make pneumatic and
hydraulics systems in order to control valves and cylinders once they are linked up. Lego and
Fischer Technic kits are also being used to construct buggies. These kits are being fitted with
a number of input and output devices which are being programmed with Arduino coding
and Crumble software. The intention is to now make hybrid buggies, capable of performing
certain set tasks such as navigating through a maze.

Drone club
The Drone club stand also evoked intrigue and enthusiasm, as the kits were on display.

Network Rail Engineering STEM DAY
On November 6th 2018, Denbigh hosted a STEM day by Network Rail. The Engineering
graduates devised tasks and challenges for our Year 8 students, including bridge making and
Level Crossing Engineering. The winning team was selected by looking at criteria such as
team work, creativity and problem solving.
The winning team of four Year 8 students, won each of the challenges and were then invited
to attend the Network Rail’s Experience Day as a reward, at the Quadrant on 25th November,
which encompassed, a tour of the building, talks from the Chief Engineers and an Arduino
programming challenge. The students came away inspired and motivated with an
enthusiasm for Engineering.
‘The visit to the Quadrant Mk was an impressive experience, I would recommend it to
others. I have learnt what is involved in the job roles at Network Rail and I have seen
the immersive coding involved.’ Faizan Ahmad
‘The visit to the Quadrant Mk was an impressive experience, I would recommend it to
others. I have learnt what is involved in the job roles at Network Rail and I have seen
the immersive coding
‘This was an amazing experience which gave me an insight into how the railways
work. This also made me realise how complex the railways are.’ Musa Ahmad
‘I really enjoyed the experience because there are so many jobs involved in
Engineering’. Sidney Shields’

Next steps for Denbigh:
•
To prepare for hosting the
annual Rotary Technology
Tournament in March.
•
To continue to develop
projects and advertise
our Robotics club.
•
To launch the Drone club.
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Ousedale update:

Airgineers
Airgineers is a STEM challenge for secondary school aged
students who design, build and learn to fly their own radio
controlled quadcopter, often referred to as a drone.
Approximately 24 children have opted to try this in their
Enrichment sessions. The children have started by learning
3D drawing skills via Fusion 360, drawing and modifying their
drone, 3-D printing the drone chassis, and then assembling
and configuring the drones. Next term, the children will start
to further modify the design of their drone and practice using
it to try to improve their flying skills.

Network Rail STEM challenges
120 Year 9 students spent the day with Network Rail
representatives putting ideas into practice by
completing STEM based challenges.
The students were challenged to build a bridge
spanning a set distance using very limited resources.
The next challenge involved designing a working
model of a level crossing.
The final challenge had them trying to calculate the
best route for a new train route to be implemented.
15 students were invited to attend the Network rail
headquarters for the day where they got to listen to
a wide variety of different experts in their field
talking about how they came to work for Network
Rail as well as a final electronics challenge where
they had to get LED’s to light up by programming
them via a computer.
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Ousedale update (continued):

Abbey Precision
A group of Engineering and Design
Technology students attended a morning at
Abbey Precision. The students were able to
use the high tech engineering equipment
and see the different processes taking place,
each student created their own chess piece
from a CNC machine that they then were
able to laser cut their name on to. They had
a tour of the facilities and spent time within
all the different departments to find out a
little bit more about how an engineering
company runs.

GEMS club
At Newport Pagnell Girls into Design & Engineering (GEMS)
Club have been creating Xmas tree acrylic decorations
using CAD 2D design and laser cutting for producing their
products to take home and hang on their tree in time for
Christmas Celebrations!

BSI STEM event
Engineering students spent the day at BSI, the business standards company, where they
hosted their first STEM event at offices in Knowlhill, Milton Keynes. Students experienced
interactive activities with representatives from Medical Devices, Food, Product Testing and
Cyber Security. They met with some of the company’s employees who informed them of
specific job roles and the possible routes into their career – from apprenticeships and
degree programmes to supervisors and managers. This provided students with the
opportunity to visit a real workplace and gain insight into how the how the company
operates and opportunities available.
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St Paul’s update:
We will be hosting parent information evenings to engage parents with the Design and
Technology Curriculum, specifically the requirements of the NEA.
The department is also undergoing a SoL overhaul at KS3 which mirrors/builds the skills
required to be successful at GCSE D&T and A level D&T. We are calling this a 5 and 7 year
curriculum. We have aligned our exam boards at KS4 and KS5 to take a strategic approach to
curriculum design. The aim of this SoL overhaul is to design a KS3 curriculum which builds
skills pupils need to be successful at KS4 design and technology as well as enhancing their
technical knowledge.
6th form open evening was well attended at St-Pauls and our clearly defined routes at KS5
were well represented. It looks like we will be able to continue offering three separate routes
for A level Design students from September: Design Engineering, Fashion and Textiles and
Product Design.
Being new to the Head of Design and Technology role this year has bought it’s challenges
including leading people to ensure parity of understanding of the 5 year and 7 year curriculum
design and managing the blocking/option process for year 7 and year 11 into year 12.
For the first time the department ran a year 7 taster carousel for the first half term, giving
pupils the opportunity to experience all areas of D&T on offer, before choosing their KS3
options preference. As a consequence more pupils returned their reply slips than ever before
and every pupil will be studying their 1st preference at some point during KS3. There have also
been fewer requests for pupils to move options than before.
The department are developing the Technical Principle aspect (Principles of Design and
Technology) of the new 1-9 GCSE further so they are strategically planed for in KS3 lessons.
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ENTHUSE partnership impact so far:
During the Champions meeting in December one of the topics up for discussion was
“what has been the impact been so far?”. Champions responded with:

• Staff happiness and wellbeing has been supported through the work done through the
ENTHUSE partnership.
• A renewed and restored faith in teacher professionalism.
• Encouraging and supporting more regular reflection and professional dialogue in
departments; now on a daily basis.
• Teachers are more confident, in particular with regard to subject knowledge and feel
this is increasingly more up to date.
• Teachers feel inspired and enthused.
• Mark, Plan, Teach and knowledge gained form the conference, is being experimented
with used in schools.
• Teachers remark that they are coming out of their normal routines and trying things
and taking risks.
• Champions remarked that department colleagues feel empowered and that leadership
is increasingly distributed.
• It was remarked that the work being done via the partnership is supporting increased
capitation and investment in school.
• Teachers and pupils are increasingly less driven by outcomes and more so by the
process (of teaching or designing).

We think this is a pretty good start!

Upcoming opportunities and key dates:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There is still opportunities for members within the Partnership to deliver CPD sessions to
other members. Please contact Laura Lazenby and Paul Tillman if this is something of
interest.
We are still looking for at least one teacher to attend a STEM insight placement for 5
days. There will be funding available to help with the cost of cover. Please could
Champions ask for interested parties within there school so planning can start.
Next coffee and Cake will be @ Radcliffe on Thursday 24th January @ 4pm
Ousedale will host Coffee and Cake in March (date TBC)
Denbigh will be hosting the MK Rotary Competition on 20th March 2019
Denbigh will be hosting a NEA Moderation session (open to all exam boards for Food
Preparation and Nutrition and D&T) in February (date TBC)
MK Enthuse Conference will likely take place in June (details to follow closer to the time)
Twilight opportunity: Jo Robertshaw has offered Fusion 360 training to members within
the Enthuse Partnership.
Twilight opportunity: series of 3 sessions developed from “Mark Plan Teach” to be
hosted by St Paul’s, facilitated by Paul Tillman and Paul Knight (head of social sciences at
St Paul’s)
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